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AbstractEffective interactions depend largely on personality traits, which is a consistent and long-lasting tendency in behavior. In psychology, five major trait factors (Big Five personality traits)have been generally used to assess personality of people. The study highlights the practicalityof importance-performance analysis as a means to assessing the importance of personalitytraits dimension that should be possessed by Malaysian graduates. The importance-performance analysis is used to evaluate the gap in personality traits possessed by Businessand Technical Graduates. The study is carried out in two phases: Phase 1 which involves afocus group session and Phase 2 which focus on establishing a questionnaire appropriate to thestudy across a diverse range of industries. The questionnaires were distributed to managersselected from a sampling frame. Graduates’ personality attributes are analysed in terms of bigfive personality traits which include openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeablenessand emotional stability traits. The findings of this study suggest that Higher EducationInstitutions in Malaysia should target improvements on a specific personality developmentcomponent pertaining to openness and extroversion personality for business managementgraduates, and conscientiousness personality for technical graduates as part of the curriculumdevelopment strategies of these Higher Education Institutions.
Keywords: Personality Traits, Business and Technical Graduates, Importance-performanceanalysis______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
IntroductionWorking environments nowadaysrequirepeople to be more flexible in order to keepup with the continuous changes anddevelopments inside and outside theorganisation. This is reflected in personnelselection practices, where more and moreemphasis is put on the so-called ‘soft’factors and ‘generic’ competencies such ascommunication skills and personalityfeatures (Spencer & Spencer, 1993).Presently, work settingsare less structuredand productivity is more dependent onindividuals’ contributions through,forexample, interpersonal communication andteamwork. This dependency requiresdifferent skills and competencies frompeople, which are not automatically

acquired in the traditional educationalcontext (Boyatzis et al, 1995).These newkey qualifications are also called genericcompetencies (Nijhof, 1998) ; examples ofthese generic requirements and theimportance of personality features for jobselection can be found in many jobadvertisements in magazines and papers.Human behaviour plays a significant role inmaximizing organisational effectiveness,regardless of technological development.Personal characteristics mainly describeand predict human behaviour, notbehavioural changes or development.Personal characteristics also indicatedifferent characteristics that can contributeto inferences about behavioural results.More involved persons also feel more
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competent and successful at work, believethat their personal and organisational goalsare compatible and tend to attributepositive work outcomes to their internaland personally controllable factors.However, because some people exhibit lessvariability in their efforts than others, itmay be of interest for organisations toidentify which employees, whethermanagers or supervisees, are more proneto variability in their responses. Thehuman personality dimension also mightprovide a means to determine why anemployee appears more or less involved inwork. With such information, managerscould identify the kinds of personalitiesthat best fit with specific job characteristicsand avoid choosing inappropriate staff, aswell as coordinate coordinating diverseemployee activities to maximizeproductivity, efficiency and effectiveness.Hence, the purpose of the study is toevaluate whether there are any differencesin the personality traits between Businessand Technical Graduates by using animportance-performance analysis.
Literature Review

Personality TraitsA personality trait is a consistent and long-lasting tendency in behaviour. Variousdefinitions of personality float around inthe literature (Pervin, 1990). They differ asto their underlying theoretical assumptionsas well as in terms of their usefulness inempirical work. Personality is defined as arather stable trait, or set of traits, of peoplethat direct their behaviour in differentsituations (Semeijin et al, 2005). A study byCaspi and Roberts (2001) concludes thatpersonality displays modest continuityfrom childhood to adulthood, with theconsistency in personality increasing withage.Personality measures that are frequentlyused in empirical studies into therelationship between personality featuresand work characteristics are the so-calledBig Five personality traits (Gibson et al,2006; Kreitner & Kinicki, 2008; Robbins &Coulter, 2009; Robbins & Judge, 2009; Tett

et al, 1991) or Global Factors Personality(Russell & Karol, 1994). They compriseopenness, conscientiousness, extroversion,agreeableness and emotional stability.Openness to experience is a tendency toenjoy new intellectual experiences andideas. Its components include imaginative,curious, unconventional, broadminded andcultured. They have positive dispositiontowards learning (Salgado, 2002).Openness to experience also suggests anattraction to new ideas, concepts, actions,or feelings (Niehoff, 2006). Persons withhigher levels of openness are likely toachieve greater efficiency at work, becausethey pursue opportunities to learn newperspectives and deal with ambiguoussituations. Furthermore, an employee withan open personality should tend to be task-based constantly searching for newmethods to complete his or her work(Stewart & Nandkeolyar, 2006), whichagain should strengthen working efficiency.Conscientiousness is the tendency to showself-discipline, to be dutiful and to strivefor achievement and competence. Itscomponents also include self-discipline,consultative, competent, order, dutifulnessand thorough. People who are high in thisfactor have the following features: they arealways thorough in decision-making style(Clarke & Robertson, 2005), they followrules and regulations (Arthur &Doverspike, 2001), they are interested ingoal targeting and systematic approach,they are always interested in providingadequate cost-benefit analysis andcontingency planning (West et al, 1993)and they are less vulnerable to cognitivefailures. Low conscientiousness on theother hand, suggests that the employeetries to meet only immediate demands,does not care about prospective results,lacks a sense of goals, mistakenly observesrules (Arthur & Doverspike, 2001) orstandards and performs tasks poorly(Wallace &Vodanovich, 2003).Extroversion is to seek simulation andenjoy the company of other people. Anextroverted personality tends to besociable, assertive, gregarious, talkative,and ambitious (Cooper, 2003);so such
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people often use their workingenvironment to represent a key facet oftheir lives that enables them to meet theiraspirations and exhibit their talents(Hurley, 1998). They are sensitive tomonotony (Thiffault & Bergeron, 2003),they are high sensation seekers and have agreater tendency to take risks (Jonah,1997) and they demonstrate significantlypoorer performance on vigilant tasks(Koelega,1992). Highly extrovertedemployees likely use their stable, cool-headed, optimistic and aggressive mannerto react to customers requests, whichresults in work completion and customersatisfaction.Agreeableness is a personality dimensionthat suggests a courteous, flexible, trusting,good-natured, cooperative, forgiving, soft-hearted and tolerant person (Cooper,2003). People with this personality aregenerally easy to get along with (Hough,1992).They are salient in situations thatinvolve interaction or cooperation withothers (Barrick & Mount, 1991), they areless aggressive, emotionally stable,trustworthy and compliant (Clarke &Robertson, 2005). Finally, agreeableemployees are cooperative and forgiving,tend to follow rules and act courteously toget ahead. High agreeableness thereforehas critical implications for understandingservice-based productive behaviour andefficiency. In this sense, agreeablenessprovides a valid predictor of criteria thatpertain to customers (Mount & Ilies, 2006).Emotional instability is a tendency toexperience unpleasant emotions relativelyeasily. Its components are anxiety, hostility,depression, self-consciousness andimpulsiveness. People who are high in thisfactor have the following features: they arefaced with effect of decreasing cognitiveand performance capacities (Mathews et al,1991), they have increasing probability oferrors, they are more distracted from thetask at hand (Hansen, 1989), they have thetendency to experience greater stresssymptoms, they tend to be pre-occupiedwith their anxieties and worries and thereis also evidence that they do not seek activecontrol of the environment (Judge, 1993).

Personalities Among Business Graduates
and Technical GraduatesHenshaw (1991) for instance, has obtainedimportance rankings of engineer skills andattributes. His study compares employer,employee and faculty rankings of a statedset of skills and concludes that people skillsassociated with fluent communication,management, practical ability,organisation, teamwork and interpersonalrelations are the most highly valuedqualities. Evans and Shunk (1992) alsoinclude the student body in a very similarstudy of customer opinion. Both Henshaw(1991) and Evans and Shunk (1992)identify a widening gap between theopinions of practicing engineers andengineering educators which Henshaw(1991) summarises as `the employers wantmore “human'' engineering and lesstechnology'. The personal qualities thatNewport and Elms (1997) identified intheir work can be seen as markers ofunderlying personality traits. Fitting theseresults into a Big Five personality modelhelps us see broader themes and makesome interesting predictions. The overallresults show that effective engineers arerelatively extroverted, open-minded andconscientious. It means that engineers areinclined to be assertive, active andtalkative, relish excitement andstimulation, see the big picture, deal wellwith complexity and work hard to achievegoals. But the downside is that they alsohave the potential to be bored by themundane, inclined to the radical, haveworkaholic tendencies and be seen aspushy and self-centred. Wakelin (1991)criticises engineers for their lack ofmanagement skills, illustrating how,although their personalities and educationdo not predispose them to leadershippositions, engineers get things donethrough others and so by definition aremanagers. Wilkinson and Lewis (1991)also write about the inability of engineersto fill leadership positions because of thetype of person that is attracted toengineering and also because technicaleducation system does not encourage aleadership world-view.
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Barrick and Mount (1991) investigate therelation of the big five personalitydimensions to three job performancecriteria (job proficiency, training andpersonnel data) for five occupationalgroups (professionals, police, managers,sales and skilled/ semi skilled). Resultindicates that one dimension ofpersonality, conscientiousness, showsconsistent relations with all jobperformance criteria for all occupationalgroups.However, nowadays, the effects ofpersonality traits are being examinedacross all disciplines. This is becausepersonality is concerned with humanbeings who are key actors or resources inall spheres of lives. Some of the disciplineswhere personality traits would certainlyhave significant influence on performanceare the application areas of InformationSystem, Software engineering or ComputerScience. Wang and King (2006) explore thecharacteristics of human factors and theirinfluences in engineering. They present asimilar work that applies Real-TimeProcess Algebra (RPTA) to describe themotivations and attitudes in softwareengineering (Wang, 2005). Wynekoop andWalz (1998) examine the differences inpersonality profiles of key IT personnel andfind out that there are clear differences.Similar to this is the work of Chilton andHardgrave (2004), which assesses thebehavioural skills (technical andmanagerial) and determines therelationship between these skills andpersonality traits.Houghton (2004) introduces a theoreticalframework for understanding the role ofpersonal traits in collaboration in virtualcontexts. The work states that individualtraits and dyadic complementarities aremediating factors in interpersonal trustand willingness to use new technologiesand significantly affect the initiation,duration and productivity of computer-mediated collaboration. Anotherinteresting work was conducted by Dickand Zarnett (2001) on paired programmingand personality traits. The work wascarried out to determine whether themembers have personality traits that are

needed for maximum performance. Thework then suggests that the team membersin Paired or Extreme programming shouldbe selected based on personality traits thatare beneficiary to paired programmingapproach. Howard (2001) emphasises inhis paper the need to check whethersoftware engineers have got the rightpersonality for the job. Sodiya et al (2007)present a technique for personality traitsassessment in software engineering. A toolis then developed using Visual Basic tocapture personality characteristics ofsoftware engineers. Consequently, effectiveinteractions depend largely on personalitytraits, which is a consistent and long-lasting tendency in behaviour. Inpsychology, five major trait factors (TheBig Five Factors) have been generally usedto assess personality of people. ChiandCheng (2009) explains Big Five personalitytraits and job involvement in an attempt toidentify their relationship. Usingquestionnaire data gathered from 272Taiwanese plastics industry employees, thestudy tests five hypotheses using structuralequations. Empirical findings show thatemotional stability relates negatively toemployee job involvement, whereasextroversion, openness, agreeableness andconscientiousness relate positively to it.
Employability of GraduatesNowadays, employers are concerned withgraduates skills, in which ‘graduate skills’are more important in the recruitmentprocess than the graduates academicperformances (Harvey, 2000). Basically,employers want a graduate who isequipped with interactive, personal(Harvey, 2000) and generic skills (Hager etal, 2002). This finding has also beensupported by Purcell et al (2002) who haverevealed that for some employers, a degreemay now not represent anything more thana minimum requirement, in addition toother evidence of suitability. According toCandy et al (1994), HEIs have a leadershiprole in producing graduates with skills forcontinuing lifelong personal andprofessional development.Nicholson and Cushman (2000) find adifference in perception between industry
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participants and educators when rankingattributes for success in the retailing field.They conclude that HEIs need to be carefulnot to dwell on cognitive skills at theexpense of affective skills such as‘leadership’ and ‘decision making’ whichmay be more important for long termsuccess in the retail field.Trauth et al (1993) explain that there is an"expectation gap" between industry needsand academic preparation. HEIs must worktogether to close this gap. Furthermore,HEIs need to place more emphasis on theintegration of technologies, applications,data and business functions and less ontraditional and formal systemdevelopment. Meanwhile, Candy et al(1994) find that HEIs have an importantrole in producing graduates who are notonly attuned to the needs of the industrybut also equipped with the skills to affordthem continuing lifelong personal andprofessional development.According to Raybould and Sheedy (2005),for graduates to be attractive to employers,it is important that they are able to showevidence of having the ability to cope withuncertainty, the ability to work underpressure, demonstrate action-planningskills, communication skills, informationtechnology skills, team work, readiness toexplore and create opportunities, selfconfidence, self management skills and awillingness to learn.
Important-Performance Analysis (IPA)The important-performance concept isbased on multi-attribute models. This

technique identifies the performance of anattribute that can be changed withoutaffecting the importance of the attribute(Kitcharoen, 2004). According to Nale et al(2000), a particular application of thetechnique starts with an identification ofthe attributes that are relevant to thesituations chosen to be investigated. Thisapproach, also known as quadrant analysis,is introduced by Martilla and James (1977).In their study of customer satisfaction, theyfocus on pinpointing those quality andservice elements that; a) are mostimportant to customers and/or are likelyto make the strongest contribution tooverall customer satisfaction and loyalty;and b) are in need of improvement becausecustomer evaluations of the company’sperformance of these elements arerelatively unfavourable (i.e. customers aredissatisfied and/or perceive that thecompany’s performance is in need ofimprovement). By using the centraltendency measure such as mean,performance scores are ordered andclassified into high or low categories, andthen by pairing these two sets of rankings,each attribute is placed into one of the fourquadrants that are displayed graphicallyusing an importance-performance matrixas in Figure 1 (Eskildsen & Kristensen,2006). With little modification, IPA hasbeen applied to a diverse range of contextsincluding hospital services (Yavas &Shemwell, 2001), tourism management(Wade & Eagles, 2003), education (Nale etal, 2000; O’Neill & Palmer, 2004) andservice quality (Ennew et al, 1993; Ford etal, 1999).

Fig1. Importance-Performance Analysis

ConcentrateHere Keep Up theGood Work
Low Priority Possible Overkill
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The IPA matrix consists of four quadrants;concentrate here, keep up the good work,low priority and possible overkill (Oliver,1997). The explanation for each quadrantis as follows:
• Keep up the good work (Highimportance, high performance). Theseelements or attributes are assumed to bekey drivers of consumersatisfaction/preference, and themanagement’s job is to ensure that theorganisation continues todeliver/perform well in these areas.
• Concentrate here (High importance, lowperformance). These elements orattributes, also assumed to be keydrivers of consumersatisfaction/preference, should beviewed as critical performance shortfalls,and the management’s responsibility isto ensure that adequate resources areallocated to improve performance inthese areas. These areas are priorities forimprovement.
• Low priority (Low importance, lowperformance). These elements orattributes are assumed to be relativelyunimportant, such that poorperformance should not be given a greatdeal of priority or attention bymanagement.
• Possible overkill (Low importance, highperformance). These elements orattributes, also assumed to be relativelyunimportant, should be viewed as area ofperformance “overkill”, and managementmay want to redirect resources fromthese elements to high-priority areas inneed of improved performance.
Material and MethodsThe study is carried out in two phases.Phase 1 involves a focus group session of10 members intended to extractinformation from managers through abrainstorming session. This session focuseson the growing concern among employersabout the relevance of the HEI curriculumin the face of developments in the real

world today. In Phase 2, the dominanttheme(s) emerging from the focus groupstudy are used to establish a questionnaireappropriate for the study involvingindustries from across the board.Graduates personality attributes areevaluated based on the important-performance paradigm introduced byMartilla and James (1977). The personalitydimensions are divided into five parts, alsoknown as big five personality whichincludes conscientiousness, agreeableness,emotional stability, openness andextroversion.The graduates in the study are studentsfrom business and technical background.The database used to establish thesampling frame is obtained from therecords of the HEI’s Alumni Centre (1065companies) and companies listed in theMalaysian Top Corporation Directory2007-2008 for business and technicalgraduates respectively.The questionnaire is divided into two parts.Part A focuses on demographic profiles ofthe respondents, while Part B measures themanagers’ perceptions of importantcharacteristics and the performance of thegraduates. The questionnaires aredistributed to the managers of the selectedcompanies. This exercise enables theexamination of the gap between theperceptions of managers of the importantpersonality dimensions of graduates andtheir actual performance in the work place.
Results and Discussion

Demographic ProfileFor business graduates, 479 completedquestionnaires were received representinga 45% response rate. The majority of thegraduates are attached to servicecompanies (64%) followed bymanufacturing and construction industrywith 19% and 8% respectively. Most ofthese graduates are employed bycompanies located in the central region ofPeninsular Malaysia (54%). Half of therespondents of the survey are in top
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management positions (52%) and themajority of their executive staff are degreeholders (40%).For technical graduates, 478 completedquestionnaires were received representinga 48% response rate. The majority of thegraduates are attached to manufacturingcompanies (53%) followed by service andconstruction industries with 25% and 13%respectively. Most of these graduates areemployed by companies located in thecentral region of Peninsular Malaysia(50%). Approximately two third of therespondents in the survey are in middlemanagement positions (64%) and themajority of their executive staff are degreeholders (45%). Half of the respondents areMalay (57%) and 65% of them are malerespondents.
Validity and Reliability of the
InstrumentsThe survey questions used for this studyconform to the entire validity requirement.Content validity has been verified duringfocus group discussion. The feedback andemergent issues raised by the focus groupwere translated into scale items in the

questionnaire. The focus group have raiseda few major issues regarding graduatespersonalities. The development of thegraduates personalities dimensions isbased on focus groups suggestion andliterature review. All necessary dimensionsfor graduatespersonalities attributes areincluded. These dimensions are alsoconfirmed as having content validity.Factor analysis was used to establishconstruct validity for all the scale items ofthe dimensions employed in this study(Kerlinger & Lee, 2000). All of the items inthe dimensions are factor-analysed andloaded in accordance with prior theoreticalexpectations. The results of the analysis ofdata revealed satisfactory output forfurther analysis.The reliability of the data was verifiedusing Cronbach alpha, where the closer theCronbach alpha is to 1, the higher theinternal consistency reliability (Sekaran,2000). The alpha coefficients for this studyare all above 0.70 and were considered tobe reliable (Hair et al, 2006; Nunnally,1978).  Table 1and Table 2present theCronbach alpha coefficient for eachvariable for business and technicalgraduates respectively.
Table 1: Reliability Statistics for Importance and Actual Performance Scale (Business

Graduates)Personality Dimensions Importance Actual Performance No. of itemConscientiousness 0.914 0.932 5Agreeableness 0.822 0.902 4Emotional stability 0.879 0.914 4Openness 0.890 0.934 5Extroversion 0.867 0.914 4
Table 2: Reliability Statistics for Importance and Actual Performance Scale (Technical

Graduates)Personality Dimensions Importance Actual Performance No. of itemConscientiousness 0.919 0.926 5Agreeableness 0.888 0.907 4Emotional stability 0.919 0.918 4Openness 0.914 0.925 5Extroversion 0.924 0.921 4
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In all cases, it is found that the reliabilityscores for performance are greater thanthe reliability scores for expectationsindicating that respondents find itrelatively easier to assess the performanceof graduates than to estimate their ownexpectations of the graduates under theirsupervision.
Importance-performance analysisA summary of managers’ importance-performance means for 5 scale items is

presented in Table 3 and Table 4 forbusiness and technical graduatesrespectively. The negative gap valuesbetween importance-performance indicatethat the graduates performances have notmet the managers’ perceptions of theimportance attributes that should bepossessed by these graduates. In otherwords, graduates from the HEIs wereunder performing significantly in allattributes rated important by thesupervisors and managers.
Table 3: Summary of Means Importance and Actual Performance (Business Graduates)Personality Dimensions Importance Performance Gap (P-I)Conscientiousness 6.266 5.267 -0.999Agreeableness 6.154 5.155 -0.999Emotional stability 6.285 5.284 -1.001Openness 6.277 5.245 -1.032Extroversion 6.312 5.210 -1.102Overall 6.263 5.250

Note: (P-I) value is significant at p<0.05
Table 4:Summary of Means Importance and Actual Performance (Technical Graduates)Personality Dimensions Importance Performance Gap (P-I)Conscientiousness 6.427 5.638 -0.789Agreeableness 6.343 5.607 -0.736Emotional stability 6.449 5.643 -0.806Openness 6.423 5.656 -0.767Extroversion 6.464 5.645 -0.819Overall 6.421 5.638

Note: (P-I) value is significant at p < 0.05The importance-performance map ispresented in Figure 2 and 3 for businessand technical graduates respectively. Thedata used to construct the importance-
performance grid were the overall meansof importance and performance for all scaleitems
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Note: 1--conscientiousness, 2-agreeableness, 3-emotional stability, 4-openness, 5-extroversion
Fig2. Importance-Performance Map (Business Graduates)Two items fall into the “concentrate here”quadrants (high importance/lowperformance) which are opennesspersonality and extroversion personality.HEIs need to take immediate action onthese business graduates attributes, whilethe other/another two items are located inthe quadrant “keep up the good work”(high importance/high    performance),which    are   conscientiousness personalityand emotional stability personality. Thesetwo attributes are the strength attributespossessed by business graduates from theHEI in the sample, which means thatbusiness graduates produced by this

institution possess good emotional stabilityand conscientious personalities. Only oneattribute falls in the “low priority”quadrant and itis in relation toagreeableness personality. This indicatesthat this attribute does not requireimmediate resource allocation as they areperforming at the level appropriate to theimportance attached to them at the presenttime. However, the HEI should hold inreserve resources to cope with a possiblechange of importance attached to them dueto future changes in the employmentenvironment.
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Note: 1--conscientiousness, 2-agreeableness, 3-emotional stability, 4-openness, 5-extroversion
Fig 3.Importance-Performance Map (Technical Graduates)Figure 2 presents the managers’importance-performance map for technicalgraduates. One attribute falls into the“concentrate here” quadrants (highimportance/low performance); that is theconscientiousness personality. Thisindicates that HEIsneed to take immediateaction on these technical graduatesattributes. On the other hand, threeattributes we a located in the quadrant“keep up the good work” (highimportance/high performance), and theseattributes include emotional stabilitypersonality, openness personality andextroversionpersonality. For this, HEIs onlyneed to maintain their current allocation ofresources in developing these factors in thecurriculum design of the HEIs. These threeattributes are the strength attributespossessed by technical graduates, whichmeans that technical graduates producedby HEIs possess good personalities, namelyextroversion, emotional stabilityand

openness personality. Only one technicalgraduate attribute falls in the “low priority”quadrant is in relation toagreeablenesspersonality. This indicates that thisattribute does not require immediateresource allocation as it is performing atthe level appropriate to the importanceattached to it at the present time. However,the HEIs should hold in reserve resourcesto cope with a possible change ofimportance attached to it due to changes inthe employment environment in the future.From the above discussion, it shows thatHEIs need to enhance curriculum designwhich focuses more on openness andextroversion personality andconscientiousness personality for businessand technical graduates respectively.
Conclusion and Future ResearchThis study provides evidence of theusefulness of the IPA in designing
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curriculum development strategies forHEIs in Malaysia. The outcome of theanalysis provides impetus for enhancingthe quality of the higher educationcurriculum and making it relevant to theneeds of the market and industries.  Thestudy highlights the practicality of the IPAas a means to assessing and directingcontinuous curriculum development effortswithin the higher education sector. The useof the IPA in evaluating managers’perceptions of graduates personalityattributes can identify how graduates areperforming, identify specific problem areasand help target correspondingimprovement efforts.The study reveals the factors relevant tothe managers’ perceptions of the graduatesand their satisfaction level with theperformance of the HEI’s graduates.  Theresults of this study indicate that managersattach different weightings to differentaspects of the graduates performance and,therefore, curriculum development effortsshould be directed towards attributes thatare expected from the graduates. This willallow for corrective actions which can thenbe taken to improve perceived problemareas. The findings of this study suggestthat the HEIs in Malaysia should targetimprovements on a specific personalitydevelopment component pertaining toopenness and extroversion personality forbusiness management curriculum designand conscientiousnesspersonality fortechnical curriculum design as part of thecurriculum development strategies of theseHEIs.Clearly, these HEIs should undertakeextensive employer research in order toidentify those factors expected in theirevaluations of graduates performance.Consequently, this information can assist indecision making on a range of fronts,including facilities development,positioning attributes, curriculumdevelopment and the delivery of the corecurriculum in Malaysia in an effort toproduce a competitive workforceinternationally.It should be noted that this is a case studyof graduates from HEIs in Malaysia.  Future

research could seek to establish whether aconsistent pattern is observable acrossgraduates from all other HEIs in differentcategories of industries and the differentlevels of managers expectations amongother countries within the South East Asianregion. It also should be noted that thequantitative analysis used does not explainwhy the observed ratings occurred.  Asupplementary exploratory study isrequired to address this concern.  However,it must be remembered that the managersexpectations and performance ratings forspecific attributes change over time due tochanges in the macro environment.
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